
OE Helgoland award conditions

a) the diploma can requested by any licensed radio amateur, any club station or any SWL. 

b.) only count direct, two-way connections from 9 May 2014 (May 9, 1864 naval battle) 
      to 21 October 2014 (October 21, 1864 kk ships go on home course) 

c) Bands: all HF bands: prefers CW: 3,565, 7,025, 10,118, 14,052, 18,095 kHz 
                                       preferred SSB: 3,625, 7,060, 14,335 kHz

d) Modes: CW and SSB, each station counts only once per band 

e) apply the same conditions for SWL `s SWL are the QSOs equivalent. 

f) to working stations: 
- A QSO with the special station OE150CUX counts 50 points, 
- A QSO with OE6XMF (MFCA club station) has 40 points, 
- A QSO with DL0CUX and / or OZ0MF counts per 30 points, 
- DL-Marine Stn count as 10 points, DL-AFU-Stn count 5 points each in CW and SSB, 
- OZ Navy Stn are worth 10 points, OZ-AFU-Stn count 5 points each in CW and SSB, 
- OE Marine Stn count as 10 points, OE Afu-Stn count 5 points each in CW and SSB. 

A total of 150 points are required. There are only QSOs between the 09.05.2014 and 21.10.2014.
(Residence of the Imperial squadron Cuxhaven - Helgoland - Sylt and Bremerhaven 150 years ago) 

Requirements for class "TELEGRAPH MASTER": 
each one CW-/SSB-QSO with OE150CUX, OE6XMF, DL0CUX and OZ0MF = 150 points. 

Requirements for class "TELEGRAPHENMAAT": 
at least one CW-/SSB-QSO with a club station and contact with all three countries (DL, OZ, OE); 
Example: DL0CUX, 10 MF, 1 OZ, 1 MFCA Stn = 150 points. 

Requirements for class "TELEGRAPH GUEST": 
at least one CW-/SSB-QSO with a club station, marine radio operator stations for less like the three 
countries (OE, DL, OZ). Example: OE6XMF, 11 MF-Stn, 1 MFCA Stn = 150 points 

Requirements for class "TELEGRAPH SEAMAN": 
at least one special or club station with mixed Afu contacts in CW and SSB on all three countries 
(OE, DL, OZ) is required. 
Example: OE6XMF, 2 MF, 2-MFCA, 9 DL-Stn (SSB) 14 OE Stn (SSB), 1 OZ-AFU-Stn (SSB) = 
152 points. 

Requirements for class "KUTTER GUEST": 
at least one special or club station required. 
Example: OE150CUX or OE6XMF or OZ0MF or DL0CUX 
This "class" is intended for guests on the QRG as a reminder of this 150-year anniversary. 

Requirements for the "HELGOLAND TROPHY": 
However, the same as class "TELEGRAPHENMAAT" all Stn are working as /mm Stn; it must be 
worked in /mm (maritime mobile) at least one club radio station and one Afu-Stn from OE + DL + 
OZ. 
Example: DL0CUX/mm or OE6XMF/mm or OZ0MF/mm + OE1ABC/mm, DL1ABC/mm and 



OZ1ABC/mm 
The Trophy is awarded as a sticker in a box along with engraving (call sign) and diploma. 

The award application is no QSL cards but with a clear-log reduction with plausible billing as a 
cover page by e-mail or post to the MFCA Award Manager: 
Ing Sepp Langer, OE3OLC 
Birkengasse 25 
Ramsau 3172 (Hain field) 
e-mail: langer.oe3olc@aon.at 
submit. 

The costs are € 15, - incl. 
The amount is to the club account: 
Volksbank Obersteiermark   IBAN: AT09 4303 0513 8474 0000 
                                                  BIC:    VBOEATWWROT 
deposit. 

The diploma will be sent with a MFCA special stamp. 
Address and banking information see also: http://www.qth.at/mfca/ (click Diplomas) 


